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Judging Seminar - 14th March.  Once again, we were pleased to welcome Bob Skinner to our annual 
judging seminar and as usual Bob put on a good Powerpoint presentation to help guide those pilots and 
judges who attended through the general judging 
parameters of F3A aerobatics followed by some 
more specific advice on the new P-05 and F-05 
schedules.  Unfortunately, it was too windy 
for the afternoon flying session to be of any 
value so that was abandoned and we retired to 
Brandon’s place for tea and some of Brandon’s 
home-made buns!  
On behalf of the Association, I would like to 
thank Bob Skinner for taking the time to visit us 
again and pass on some of his F3A knowledge.  
Thanks also go to Brandon for supplying both 
venues for the event (and the buns!).

Interested Parties Meeting - 20th March.  See 
full report on Page 8.

FAI Training Day - 21st March.  Again it 
was too windy to fly so we spent some time going through the process of picking an unknown schedule 
- interesting, but harder than it sounds.

European Championships Team Changes.  Richard Howarth has had to pull out of the team owing to 
work commitments so Richard’s place now goes to the next available pilot from last years’ FAI league table.  
The team is now: Brandon Ransley, Angus Balfour and Kevin Caton.

4th Centralised date changed.  Due to difficulties finding judges for the 4th Centralised competition on 
18th July the date has now been changed to 11th July.

Triple Crown.  This competition between England, Scotland & Ireland is held each year and hosted by each 
country in turn.  This year, its Ireland’s turn.  Although there are only 3 member countries, there are 4 teams 
- the fourth (international) team being made up from 2 pilots from the host country and one from each of 
the visiting countries.  The English team will be: Kevin Caton, John Harrop, Richard Christopher and Sam 
Wragg plus Arthur Silsby for the international team.  David Tappin and Peter Brett have volunteered to help 
judge the event.

Fund-raising.  The traditional team travel fund-raising efforts seem to have lapsed lately but it was 
suggested by Nil Middleton at a recent committee meeting that we hold a 50/50 raffle at competitions. This 
is a simple raffle where the winner takes 50% of the pot and the rest goes to the TTF.  Why not give it a try.  
Of course cash donations are always welcome too!

Apologies.  Due to an oversight on my part, the Team Manager’s report didn’t make it into the newsletter 
- Sorry Nik and I do look forward to receiving the updated version in the due course of time.

Barkston Heath, 25th July, BMFA Festival of Flight (was Mini Nats).  If you’re not going to the LARKS 
comp then why not make use of our regular NATS flightline at Barkston? It’s available for a competition or 
just practice.  Phone Stuart Mellor before the end of May so he can book it with the BMFA.

Last Subs Reminder: If you haven’t received this newsletter, its because you haven’t paid your subs!

Electric Tournament of Champions (ETOC).  Thanks to Keith Jackson for the link to this new event for 
electric aerobatics. For still pictures and video (lots of it!), go to 

http://www.rcuniverse.com/magazine/article_display.cfm?article_id=325
George Hicks beat Quique Somenzini into second place and if you watch the video, you will see why.

Alan Simmonds 

Newsletter Editor.
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25 Years of the GBR/CAA
By Kevin Caton

1984-1987

1984 saw the introduction of the new turnaround schedules in FAI aerobatics. Over the 
preceding winter some pilots had developed new designs with the intention of flying with 
a more constant speed, as it was expected that the new schedules would require rapid 
acceleration and deceleration. This was the right approach, but there were to be several ways 
of tackling the problem. Hanno Prettner had won the 1983 World Championships using his 
Magic design, with a variable pitch propeller – a complex solution but very effective in his 
hands. Others thought that larger but lighter models were the answer. The first competition 
that year failed to settle the debate. Ken Binks tried the variable pitch propeller, Dave 
Milner flew a new fixed gear monowheel design (ahead of its time by about 15 years?), but 
both were beaten by an “old technology” design with a three bladed prop and retracts. The 
typically British weather may have been a factor, or perhaps the conservatism of the judges, 
but I haven’t forgotten who won the event! (cough cough…).

As the season progressed in the UK, little seemed to change in model design, although Ken 
Binks quickly dropped the variable pitch propeller. Our reputation as an island nation was 
soon going to cause us to be left behind, though we didn’t know it at the time. Over in the 
USA, turnaround had not been adopted – its opponents had won the argument – for the time 
being.

The engine manufacturers had taken note of the subtly different requirements of turnaround 
flying. The previously contrasting requirements of high power and low noise led to the 
development of longer stroke engines, which produced their maximum power at around 
11000-12000rpm, rather than the 14000+ rpm of the past. This allowed a return to two blade 
propellers of higher pitch, typically 11x9 or 11x10. Nitromethane started to become a regular 
ingredient in the aerobatic pilot’s fuel container, sometimes as much as 10%!

By 1985, models had become slightly bigger to reduce speed variation, but slimmer to 
allow enough speed to complete the vertical climbs with the available power. The anhedral 
tailplane had gone out of fashion – the same effect had been achieved by lowering the 
vertical position of the entire tailplane. This made alignment during building much easier. 
Of course, pilots built their own 
models then…and some even 
designed their own!

In an amazing reversal of style, 
Hanno Prettner retained his world 
title with the Calypso, which 
was a basic, lightweight design. 
The British pilots found that the 
other competitors’ models had far 
superior performance than their 
own – they were lighter and the 
engines developed more power. 
Almost twenty years on, we have 
finally caught up.

By this time in the UK, the standard 
and senior classes had adopted the 
turnaround schedule.

Radio equipment had progressed too. 
Programmable mixers were available which 
allowed the model to be trimmed from the 
transmitter. Previously, unwanted rudder / 
aileron mixing had to be cured by changing the 
wing dihedral. This usually meant sawing the 
wing half way through its depth then re-gluing 
and reinforcing the joint. If you hadn’t got it 
right, you went through the whole process again. 
Technology has its uses.

By the start of the 1986 season, model designs 
had settled down and were to remain similar for 
a few more years. Ken Binks had developed his 
Adagio, a large lightweight design, not unlike 
the Mick Reeves Gangster in appearance (sorry 
Ken!). It was aerodynamically very pure, in fact 
Ken said that it was possibly his best ever design 
in that respect. Team member Steve Burgess flew the slightly smaller and very streamlined 
Challenger. This design was published as a Radio Modeller plan and became one of the 
classic UK designs of that era. Many pilots still flying today cut their teeth on a Challenger. 
Terry Westrop was a well established designer, builder and pilot by this time. His Akro 
Special was the forerunner of the famous Loaded Dice series.

The three pilots mentioned formed the UK team for the 1986 European Championships held 
in France. With competitive models and an ability to adapt to changing flying styles, the 
team placed a very pleasing third. I read recently on a discussion thread on the GBR/CAA 
website that the key to success was to design your own aeroplane. In 1985, it was significant 
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Bob Skinner’s Flying Tips
Our Chief Judge Bob Ailles, keeps in regular contact with Bob Skinner to help deliver the most 
up-to-date thinking in flying and judging F3A aerobatics to GBRCAA members.  Here are a few 
pointers:

Hi Bob
I have just tried to phone you, regarding some points on my last E-Mail I sent to you, 
as I am about to do a article for our news letter regarding rule changes in the sporting 
code. I.e the take-off and landing sequence, straight flight between manoeuvres, and 
also the snap rolls and how the pilots should present it to the judges to gain good 
marks, I could do with some guidance on these points from you as we where unable to 
do any flying at the training weekend.

Hope to hear from you soon,
Regards
Bob Ailles

Dear Bob

Take-off and Landing
The take-off and landing sequence scoring method resulted from the �985 world 
championships in Flevohof, Netherlands. The (reclaimed) land was covered with fairly 
long grass and to provide a take-off and landing surface, tarpaulins were stretched and 
pegged to the ground. Unfortunately human traffic over these areas caused severe 
indentations, which made for very uneven surfaces. I remember reading how German 
pilot Betram Lossen could almost not take-off, the prop hitting the tarpaulin on many 
occasions. To overcome this, the F�A sub-committee established the principle of either 
a zero or a ten for landing and take-off, in cases where organisers of international 
events were unable to provide suitable runway surfaces. I know it helped a lot in Othee, 
Belgium in 2000, where often the helper had to restrain the model aircraft, and in some 
cases even help it along with a bit of a push to overcome the initial resistance of the 
lawn.
Many pilots don’t have strong feelings about the method of scoring take-offs and 
landings, since it is the same for everyone. Some have commented that it is a flying 
competition, and like full-size aerobatics, the take-offs and landings ought not to be 
scored. I must admit, it does create a rather good impression on a judge, when a flier 
is able to do a perfect take-off. It somehow creates an expectation of what is about to 
follow.

Straight Flight Between Manoeuvres
Currently, the Sporting Code makes no mention of straight flight (or lack of it) between 
manoeuvres. We all know that all manoeuvres must have straight and level entries 
and exits (inverted or upright), but there is no definition of the length. Top-class pilots 
will never have the need to make noticeable corrections, and less-proficient pilots 
should try and keep these corrections to a minimum. What happens between the 
exit of one manoeuvre and the start of the next, is really no concern of a judge, but it 
certainly does have a negative effect. It demonstrates to a judge that the flier is not in 
absolute control of the situation, and subconsciously, this may result in a lower score. 
I don’t think it is much of a problem. I’ve judged cases where a flier screwed up a 
turnaround manoeuvre, and then turned around to position his model aircraft for the 
following manoeuvre. It would be unjustified to deduct points for the correctly-performed 
manoeuvre in this case.

to note that all three UK team 
pilots were flying their own 
designs.

Back home, the competition 
scene was very healthy. 
The Nationals had 38 
entries, although it should 
be said that only the FAI 
schedule was flown in those 
days. Standard and senior 
classes continued to be 
well supported, with a good 
geographical distribution 
of events. Looking back, 
these were good years for 
the GBR/CAA. Interestingly, 
the newsletters of the time 
contained debates about 
flying styles, lack of model 
performance, copying the 
Europeans etc. Some things 
just don’t change.

The 1987 world 
championships were held at 
Avignon in France. The event 
suffered high winds during the rounds, as well as some radio interference. Our team placed 
11th, slipping slightly in the European rankings as other countries started to catch up. The 
Americans continued to provide quality fliers. The turnaround debate had been over for a 
couple of years and the new style was accepted worldwide. A new young pilot -15 year old 
Chip Hyde - had been the highest placed American at the championship, although Prettner 
had held his title. This event saw the emergence of four stroke engines and some ready built 
planes. A quote from a reporter at the time - “beautifully built in Japan from laminated balsa, 
with an immaculate paint finish and complete with quilted covers, for a cool $2500 dollars 
each”. Fast forward to 2004 - I’ll have two please.

So, at the end of an interesting five years, what had changed? Models had grown in size 
without gaining weight. Engines were more powerful and slower revving, at the expense of 
burning increasing quantities of nitro. There were more viable choices of engine than in the 
years that followed – OS, Webra, Super Tigre, Rossi, OPS and YS were the most popular, 
and YS and OS 4 strokes had appeared. Noise levels had fallen, but so had the noise limit. 
The engines seemed quiet then, but would sound horrific today. The choice of quality radio 
gear was narrowing to two main brands, Futaba and JR, a dual domination which continues 
to this day.

More significant changes were slowly gathering momentum, including the appearance of the 
ready built model. More on that next time!
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Team Selection 2005
Interested Parties Meeting - 20th March 2004

Held after the committee meeting near RAF Wittering on 20th March, the Interested Parties meeting  
was attended by the committee plus just one other (Richard Christopher).  For a subject which has 
been such a contentious issue at previous AGM’s, I guess the team selection process is really of such 
little interest that there will be no complaints over the eventual outcome!
After some discussion, all proposals were defeated except No.6 from Bob Ailles which was passed 7 
for, 0 against & 1 abstention:

“That we continue with the three centralised events flying P-05 only, and a two day 
team trial flying P-05 + F-05 + an unknown.  Best two scores carried forward to the 
team trials plus two rounds of each schedule to be flown at the team trials.  Then five 
scores out of eight to count which must include one F-05 and one unknown to pick 
the team.  We need to keep up the number of pilots attending all centralised events as 
we can ill afford any more losses in entry numbers which would lead to higher entry 
fees to cover the running cost of the events.”

The proposal says it all except which 5 scores would be used for the result so after further discussion 
the meeting came up with: The best 2 normalised scores carried forward from 3 Centralised events, 
plus one normalised score from each schedule flown at the Team Trial (1 preliminary, 1 finals and 1 
unknown).

Nailing my flag firmly to the mast(!), I like the sound of this as it satisfies the criteria of pushing 
potential team members to practice more challenging schedules and achieve a higher level of all 
round ability whilst still allowing an acceptable entry level into FAI, flying only the preliminary 
schedule.  Neither does it penalise a pilot unable to attend one of the centralised events.  

Alan Simmonds

Snap Rolls
Snap rolls will always be a bone of contention, among fliers and judges. The most 
important aspect of a good snap roll is the break, where the fuselage attitude and 
the flight path separate. And this can only be done correctly if the entry speed is 
low enough so that judges can observe the break. No break, no score. The rotation 
and speed of rotation will vary from model to model, but it is important for judges to 
recognise this, and to not attach too much importance to this. I know that fliers don’t 
practice and experiment enough with snap rolls. It’s usually a case of “let’s pull all the 
sticks into the corners and hope it comes out right”. Fliers will spend hours perfecting 
other manoeuvres, and trimming their craft, but somehow the snap rolls escape 
the same attention to detail. My advice to fliers has always been: experiment with 
snap rolls - more elevator, less elevator, more rudder, or less. More speed or less, 
more aileron or less. Snap left, or right, cross-wind, downwind, upwind. Vertically up, 
or down, or 45 degrees up or down. Until you can get it right, each time, under all 
conditions. Know what to do in any given situation, so that you can predict what the 
outcome is going to be. My advice to judges has always been: Look for the break, 
followed by the autorotation, and a clean stop. Remember that model aircraft snap 
differently, and the fact that you just don’t like how the manoeuvre was performed, is no 
justification for a zero score. Certainly, downgrade where there is a noticeable deviation 
from heading/track, and altitude. Or if it is a clear barrel roll (zero). Or a pure axial roll 
(zero). But don’t get too carried away, since snap rolls are usually combined with other 
components to make up a manoeuvre.
 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the GBR/CAA and its members for the 
hospitality shown during my visit in March. I enjoyed every moment of it.

Bob Skinner

Bar-B-Que in progress at the Winchester competition. See pages 28-29 for details.
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COMPETING ON A BUDGET : ONE YEAR ON
This time last year we published a review of our 200� model (Aerobatics News, March/ 
April 0�). Here are some follow-up facts which may (or may not!) be of interest:

The model was maidened in February last year and flown extensively throughout the 
year. Alistair and I shared it for all practice and competition flights, entering four domes-
tic comps and the GBRCAA Champs/ Nats, all in Senior Class. Sounds like a “normal” 
season’s flying, but remember this was for two pilots! A total of �8 competition flights 
were completed in its first year. So a lot of flying was done and it took everything we 
threw at it, along the way enabling us to gain Promotion points at virtually every outing, 
and I placed �rd in the League tables with it as well.

Not the prettiest looking aircraft on the block, but it did the job extremely well. Flying 
qualities were very forgiving, but positive. Speed control was COMPLETELY different to 
our previous .60-sized models, in that almost-constant-speed flying was now possible, 
albeit by using the throttle very differently to previously. A lot of this was due to the very 
light weight and fairly high drag of the blunt fuselage and �6 inch prop. The inelegant 
but functional wire torque-rod undercarriage soaked up several off-field landings with 
no airframe damage whatsoever (I can land a full Boeing 7�7 on an �800 metre run-
way, but not always put a model on the strip!)

At the end of the year it was checked over and only minor items required attention, 
mostly of a cosmetic nature. It will require more cosmetic maintenance than one of the 
more prefabricated models, but that’s a small price to pay. Oh, and the engine needed 
a new rear bearing, as it had developed lateral play! It now hangs in the garage fully 
ready for another season’s flying if required, but more likely as a backup for this year’s 
model. At the end of the year we had decided to try and get another similar model for 
this season, thereby enabling us to have a good backup, or alternatively to have 2 mod-
els available for major Comps/ Championship events. 

This year we have another similar aircraft which was maidened on �st March. As soon 
as there’s better weather I’ll be doing more trimming and testing. It is basically the same 
airframe, but with several (mostly cosmetic) differences: It’s had a “nose job”, complete 
with shiny new spinner, has carbon u/c legs soft-mounted to plates in the wings, and 
a bigger canopy set slightly further forward. (and expensive-looking MK alloy wheels 
which I got in a Wot4 kit 2 years ago!) Spats are also ready but will not be used at the 
moment due to soft ground/ thick grass. Weight-wise, (cos that’s what everyone asks!) 
the airframe is ONE ounce heavier than last year’s, at 9lb 5 oz in the same configura-
tion. With the “extra’s” e.g. alloy wheels and spinner, the weight is still only 9 ½ lbs, 
rising to 9lbs �0 oz with spats. I can play around with weights if needed. Initial impres-
sions seem to indicate the model is a bit more “slippery” in the air but it’s too early to 
tell. Dimensions-wise, it’s 76ins span by 77ins length with a slightly shorter tail-moment, 
and a removable rudder like last year’s one. Construction method is the same mixture 
of “high and low-tech”, also using very lightweight materials. The engine is last year’s 
Webra �.45 at the moment, turning an APC �6x�4 or maybe �7x�2.

“Why the change?” you may ask. Well it’s really a second model of the same basic 
design, so we can have two similar models available instead of only the one, with 
no backup. The idea is NOT to change the basic formula, as IT WORKS! Time (and 
competition flights!) will tell how well it will do in Masters this year. I’m looking forward to 
it. Thanks again to Alan Wild for all the assistance. Now when will we get that warmer 
weather……….

Bill Michie  March 2004

Bill & Alistair’s Spirochaete sporting a nice 
new colour scheme.
Note the fuel refilling via dots underneath and 
the carbon undercarriage attachment on the 
wings.

Bill’s comment on the “see-through” pic: 
Would YOU trust these wings on your pattern 
plane, when you can see the construction 
THROUGH the wood!
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Pete Tindal’s Airplanes
Smooth Operator Evolution Smoke System

PTA Control System

PROFILMPROFILM
Largest selection & best 

prices in the UK
Any length, cut from the 

roll

NEW LIGHTWEIGHT SYSTEM
750 Carbon Control Sets   -   consisting of:

£15.50

2 – 750 x 3 mm  thin walled carbon tubes
10 – high spec ends threaded 2mm
5 – lightweight bolt through sculptured aluminium control horns
5 – 2 mm ball links
5 – 2 mm clevises
NEW LIGHTWEIGHT SYSTEM

£15
750 Carbon Control Sets   -   consisting of:
2 – 750 x 3 mm  thin walled carbon tubes
10 – high spec ends threaded 3mm
5 – lightweight bolt through sculptured aluminium control horns
250 Carbon Control Sets   -   consisting of:

£14
5     - 250 x 6 mm carbon tubes
10  -  high spec ends threaded 3 mm
5     - bolt through sculptured aluminium control horns
750 Carbon Control Sets   -   consisting of:

£15
2     - 750 x 6 mm carbon tubes
10  -  high spec ends threaded 3 mm
5   -  bolt through sculptured aluminium control horns
1000 Carbon Control Sets   -   consisting of:

£16
2    - 1000 x 6 mm carbon tubes
10  -  high spec ends threaded 3 mm
5    - bolt through sculptured aluminium control horns
Available separately:
10  - high spec threaded 3 mm ends (suit 6 mm tube) £6.80
10  - high spec threaded 3 mm ends (suit 3 mm tube) £6.80
10  - high spec threaded 2 mm ends (suit 3 mm tube) £6.80
5   - bolt through sculptured aluminium control horns £4.50
5   - bolt through sculptured lightweight aluminium control horns £4.50
3 mm closed loop horn set complete with all cable & fittings £5.40
Second Generation Radio Active
Long single sided servo arms – 5 off  (black – Futaba / white –JR) £2

Second Generation Radio Active
Long double sided servo arms – (rudder) – 4 off  (black – Futaba / white –JR) £2.80

10  -  3 mm clevises £4
10  -  3mm ball links complete with nuts and bolts £5.50
5   -    3mm quick links    +     5  -   3mm ball links £4.75
Triangular plastic baseplate type fully adjustable horns – best quality – 5 off £3
6 mm carbon tubes available separately  5 x 250 £4
 2 x 750 £4.60
 2 x 1000 £5.20
3 mm carbon tubes 2 x 750 £4.20

Realistic post and packing charges relating to order (minimum of 75p)
Mobile: 07956 469639       Tel and Fax: 01268 548798

“Woodside”, 20 Denehurst Gardens, Langdon Hills, Essex SS16 6TX
e mail: airplanes@petetindal.freeserve.co.uk

www.petetindal.co.uk
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Members Adverts
Members may place private adverts in this section free of charge. 

For Sale
 • Flair Swallow with Webra .80, manifold and Hanno Mk 2 pipe. Also fitted with 

the EX ( swept-back) u/c which is softer sprung, all servos ( Futaba Standard 
ones) and switch harness. Airframe has little flying on it, as it was our “ backup” 
for the last two seasons. Excellent buy for Sportsman/ Standard class, or as a 
cheaper “winter trainer” or backup in the higher classes. Asking £�50 for a good 
combination.

• Webra .6� Long Stroke R/E, a pattern classic. Recently completely overhauled 
( piston & liner, Conrod/ wrist pin & clips, and bearings). Not run since rebuild. 
Comes with two (short) Webra steel manifolds, Dynamix carb and Perry Pump 
( not sure if the pump’s still OK) and pressure tap in rear case. Also has some 
used spares. A well used engine but new inside. Asking £75 for similar power to 
OS .6� RFP.

Bill Michie. (0�279) 504595.

• Caprise Model built and finished by ZN. Only �0 flights from new. Complete 
with Webra �45 and pipe, all servos and retracts. Excellent Condition.

£975.00.   Contact Darryl Foster   0�652 6�5�70

Wanted
• Webra �.45 in good condition, with or without manifold and pipe. This is for our 

additional 2m ship this year.

Bill Michie. (0�279) 504595.

GBRCAA Newsletter Advertising Rates 2004

Price Per Page

Pages Discount % B&W Colour

¼ 0 £6.00 £�0.00

½ 0 £�0.00 £�6.00

1 0 £�5.00 £20.00

2 5 £�4.25 £�9.00

3 �0 £��.50 £�8.00

4 �5 £�2.75 £�7.00

5 20 £�2.00 £�6.00

6 25 £��.25 £�5.00

7 �0 £�0.50 £�4.00

8 �5 £9.75 £��.00

9 40 £9.00 £�2.00

10 or more 45 £8.25 £��.00

Discount rates are based on total pages (B&W + Colour)

Sandown
Bad news!  The GBRCAA will not be present at Sandown this year.  New safety regulations mean 
more aisle space is needed between trade stands making allocation of hall space for non-paying SIG’s 
like ours even more difficult than in the past.  

To make matters worse, the Elmbridge Model Club were unable to offer us any definite flying slots, 
preference again being given to paying exhibitors.  They did however, offer to put us on the reserve 
list if we were prepared to ‘fill-in’ at the last minute.  I’m sure you can understand why we declined 
the offer.

We do need to raise our profile amongst the modelling fraternity if we are to increase our membership 
and ensure a future for precision aerobatics in the UK.  I am not sure that Sandown was the right 
venue (lets face it, its a crap site to fly a patternship from!), so we need to be thinking about 
alternatives.  Adrian Harrison and I are hoping we can do something more at the Nationals this year.  
At least the site is good and our audience is there because they are interested (or at least curious) 
about what we do.  I’m sure we could do more to ‘sell’ ourselves at the NATS.

Alan Simmonds

Wings & Wheels.  
June 26th & 27th 2004

Garry Peacock
The wings & wheels model show has, in my opinion, grown into one of the biggest and best shows 
around at the moment. My own club (Harlow) run the bring & buy sale and it’s massive. We know 
from this that the show is extremely well attended. With this in mind I thought it was a great idea for 
us to pursue the possibility of having a stand there both to expand our profile and maybe raise funds 
for our association.  Keith Jackson was making the point himself in the last ‘news’ that we could do 
with some cash.

After last years A.G.M. I contacted the show organisers and managed to secure a trade pitch. 
Unfortunately this could not be for free but I did manage to secure a much discounted rate (about 
40%). With the committee’s approval this has been booked and paid for.

For the stand we are going to use my friend Eugene’s caravan and awning and both of us will be on 
site from Friday afternoon to Sunday night. I will liaise with Adrian and hopefully have plenty of 
promotional material for the stand. I would also like to hold a raffle and am currently trying to source 
some prizes. The helicopter boys sell team travel T shirts at Sandown and they seem to sell well 
maybe we could look into this ourselves.

On the flying side we will have slots on both days. The site is perfect for 2m models with a massive 
concrete runway and loads of airspace. Being a public display I feel we should have more than one 
aircraft in the air at a time with a flight plan to keep them apart so avoiding any mishaps. I realise that 
there are two comps on the same Sunday but hopefully there are still pilots who will be available. I 
already have an offer of help from Bill & Alistair Michie for the Saturday only, thanks guys. It would 
be great if we could have a mix of our classes flying including the top guys. It would also be great if 
the models could be stored on the stand when not flying.

O.K. then if any one can help in any way please contact me a.s.a.p. so that I can send you an 
application form for an entry pass.

e-mail g.peacock70@ntlworld.com

Phone  07973 623156 

Show News
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New Products
GBR/CAA Competition Entry Form 2004

Comp. Venue  Date:

Name:

Address:

Telephone No:

BMFA No.

(Pilots must hold a 
BMFA B Certificate )

GBR/CAA No.

Frequencies:

1.

2.

You must specify an 
alternate frequency.
Only ODD frequencies 
are allowed.

Your car details: Reg. No. Make Colour Names of Passengers

Completed entry form, entry fee and a self addressed, 
stamped envelope must be sent to the contest director 
not less than ThREE WEEkS prior to the contest 
date.

Cheques should be made payable to the GBR/CAA 
and dated for the date of the competition.

Important Notice to all Competitors and Contest Directors

Pre entry is a requirement of all GBRCAA competitions. If you wish to submit a late entry for a GBRCAA 
competition, contact the CD. If the CD is willing to accept your late entry you will have to pay double 
fees for the competition. If you have pre entered and fail to turn up on the day, no refunds will be given.

Competition Entry Fees - please tick
Sportsman £5
Standard £10
Senior £14
Masters £14
FAI Domestic £16
FAI Centralised £20

CD to return this part to entrant

Your entry for …………………………………………………..………...is accepted/rejected

Your frequency is …………………….
Remarks :

Signed …………………..…………..…….………….CD. Date …………………….

Important note for MOD sites:
You must bring some means of identification (Driving Licence, Passport etc.) on the day.

Coming Soon from ZN-Line

SYNERGY 140 3D FULL COMPOSITE 
Wing span (m) : �.94 M 
Length (m) : �.99 M 
Wing area (dm²) :  
Weight (kg) : 4.5 KG ( PROTO )
Engine (cc) : �40-�60 
This is the first full composite ZN plane !!! More infos soon- 4 colors 
availlable-Engine mount in the frame-servo tray- controls horns- Available 
in September 2004- Price: less than 2000€. 

Whilst ZN-Line and PL Prod have done a great job for aerobatics over the last 
few years, both in terms of design and construction, fully moulded models like the 
Angel’s Shadow ARE the next logical stage in the evolution of our models.  What will 
be interesting to see is if Christophe abandons his brown paper covered wings for 
moulded ones!  Ed.

GOLD STAR AWARD
A Gold Star is awarded to Adrian Harrison for his response to  last issue’s Silly 
Names competition!  Adrian suggested we changed the name of the Top Hat to 
‘Sombrero’ reflecting the way he flies the manoeuvre.  Thanks Adrian!
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Weekend 1 Weekend 2 Weekend 3 Weekend 4 Weekend 5

April
4
Skelbrooke - Doncaster
All Classes
CD: Steve Dunning

11
Winchester
All Classes
CD: Richard Christopher

18 25
1st Centralised - RAF Wittering
FAI (P-05)
Entries to Alison Harrop

May
2
All Classes Training Day
RAF Wittering
Entries to Alison Harrop
(NO ENTRY FEES AGAIN!!!)

9 16
2nd Centralised - Ashbourne
FAI (P-05)
Entries to Alison Harrop

21-23
Criterium International du Hai-
naut - Belgium
Further info available at:
http://users.swing.be/aash

30
Mansfield
All Classes
CD Stuart Mellor

June

6
Bedford
All Classes
CD: Brian Ball

11-13
Tournoi International F3A de 
Champagne - Romilly
Further info available at:
http://membres.lycos.fr/amcromilly/

20
3rd Centralised - RAF Wittering
FAI (P-05)
Entries to Alison Harrop

27
Skelbrooke
All Classes
CD: Steve Dunning

Brian Brotherton Memorial Trophy
All Classes
CD: George Drever

July

3/4
Triple Crown - Ireland 
(Venue TBA)

11
4th Centralised - Glenrothes
FAI (P-05)
Entries to Alison Harrop

Warboys
All Classes
CD: Clive Whitwood

9/10/11 Model Expo 2004
NEC - Birmingham

18
Baldock - N. Herts
All Classes
CD: Greg Butterworth

24/25
LARKS
All Classes
CD: Brandon Ransley

August

1 8
Ashbourne
All Classes
CD: Brian Hoare

15 22 28/29/30
BMFA Nationals
Barkston Heath
CD? Any Volunteers??

September
5
Skelbrooke
All Classes
CD: Steve Dunning

12 19
5th Centralised - Phoenix MFC
London Colney (St Albans)
FAI (P-05)
Entries to Alison Harrop

26

October 2/3 GBRCAA Championships
Venue TBA

10 17 24 31

Note: Please don’t forget if your competition is not booked through the Alison 
Harrop, the Competition Secretary, it’s not an official GBRCAA comp.

CD’s: Please contact me with your certificate 
requirements at least one week before the competition. 
Ed.

GBRCAA 2004 Competition Calendar Issue 3 April 2004

NEW 

DATE

20-29th European Championships - Alcochete Lisboa Portugal
Website: www.fpam.pt/ecf3a04
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Kit Review
Alan

I attach some electronic photographs which you might find of interest for the forthcoming 
issue of the GBRCAA Magazine.

The 2 aeroplanes which are featured are a change from the normal run of ZN Line/PL Prod 
machinery and are:

An MK VR 90 (renamed Genesis!) fitted with a YS 90 

and a 2 metre MK Topstar fitted with a YS Dingo 

The kits were purchased from Probuild and in both cases the quality of the contents was 
outstanding.  The construction of the VR90 is all wood with the Topstar having a wooden 
fuselage with foam wings and tailplane - the latter being fitted with a Gator incidence 
adjuster.

VR90 
(The name VR90 failed to inspire so the model in the 

photographs was renamed Genesis!)

The MK VR90 is the predecessor to the current MK Skystar.  Construction is all wood with 
the quality and fit of the parts being absolutely outstanding.  Although no instructions come 
with the kit, the fit of the parts and the excellent �-D drawings which come with the Japanese 
plan make the construction largely self evident.  (For less experienced builders, I have 
produced a set of English Instructions in the form of the attached computer Files.  Copies 
are also available from Probuild.)

The kit was available in both fixed U/C and retractable versions - with fixed being chosen for 
the version shown in the photographs.  Wings and tailplane were covered in Profilm with the 
fuselage being glass clothed before spraying with a 2 pack finish.  Dry weight with a YS90 
fitted on an MK high point mount was �.7kg.  Radio gear was JR with standard 59� servos 
being used throughout. These were more than adequate for most manoeuvres although 

snap recovery was a little less predictable than it would have been with better quality 
coreless or digital servos. 

Although tempted to fit a Gator incidence adjuster on the tailplane, I decided to do without, 
taking great care to set the wing and tailplane incidences as per the plan.  I need not have 
worried.  The airplane flew without needing any adjustment whatsoever to either the tailplane 
incidence or to the right thrust which is built into the MK plywood engine bearer.

The Genesis (VR90) flies superbly and I would strongly recommend it to anyone wanting a 
first class practice model which is cheaper to buy and operate than a full 2 m model.  I only 
wish it had been available when I was competing with �0cc models back in the early 90’s!  
Whilst slightly more slippery than a full 2 metre model, it still proved to be an excellent choice 
for practicing last years PO� schedule with the YS90 providing more than adequate power 
for all but the windiest conditions.

I have yet to take the model through PO5, but I suspect that the VR90/YS90 combination 
should handle most of the manoeuvres with the possible exception of the upward snap.  If 
more upwards momentum is required, I will retrofit my YS��0 which has noticeably more 
grunt than the YS90 and which is proving to be another superbly reliable powerplant.

Topstar
Another mainly wooden kit but with 
foam cored wings and tail.  This time 
I decided to fit a Gator adjuster in 
the tailplane but from my previous 
experience of MK accuracy it will 
probably prove to be unnecessary!  
Finish was as per the VR90 with 
the dry weight coming out at 4.8kg 
including a YS�40 Dingo fitted on 
an MK high point mount.  Radio 
gear is JR with Probuild providing 4 
off JR840� Digital servos at a very 
competitive price for use on the flying 
surfaces.  Weather permitting, model 
should have its maiden flight before 
Easter.  Fingers crossed!...
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After a week of poor weather, the wind and 
rain held off just long enough for the Topstar to 
have its maiden flight this afternoon.  Although 
it would be premature to leap to any hard 
and fast conclusions after just 2 flights, first 
impressions were extremely positive.  

I thought I would try the Dingo on Model 
Technics 20/20 before deciding on whether 
to splash out on Coolpower �0% Heli.  Being 
a new engine I was running it fairly rich.  On 
the ground with an APC �6x�2 I was getting 
a solid idle of around 2,000 RPM with a full 
throttle figure of around 8,000RPM .  Even at 
these reduced revs it was pulling the model 
with excellent vertical authority.  The engine 
seemed to perform faultlessly with the YS foam 
clunk in a standard 20 oz tank.  (i.e. no header 
tank or bladder).

I was concentrating more on trimming 
manoeuvres than full schedules and as with 
the Super VR90 the recommended MK settings 
for right thrust and flying surface incidences seemed to be spot on.  (So much for taking 
the taking the trouble to fit the Topstar tailplane with a Gator incidence adjuster!)  Point rolls 
needed just the merest hint of rudder and down elevator and the model dropped vertically 
down power off for several hundred feet with no tendency to pull towards the belly or the 
canopy.  I didn’t measure Db’s on the ground but the combination of a wooden fuselage, MK 
High Point mount, APC �6x�2 and Hatori 698 Pipe seemed to be very unobtrusive in the air 
and noticeably quieter than most composite fuselage airframes.

Although the Mk� Topstar fuselage is fairly deep, it is noticeably less wide than most of the 
latest ZN Line/Pl Prod machines. At �950 mms, the wingspan also makes the most of the 
full 2 metre allowance.  Despite these characteristics, very early impressions are of excellent 
snap performance with good hold of both heading and elevation.  Entry and recovery are 
also very clean, helped no doubt by the JR DS840� Digitals.  These seemed to perform well 
on all the control surfaces including the closed loop rudder installation.  (For the record, I 
was also using the DS840�’s with one of my ancient and much loved ‘heavy duty’ JR 6�8XZ 
Rx’s, but the combination seemed to be absolutely fine).

With PO5 containing  2 single snaps 
compared to the � one and a half 
snaps in PO�, it struck me that a model 
designed with less emphasis on snap 
performance and more emphasis on 
precision might turn out to be a better 
bet than I expected!

Regards

Robert Wasson

Middlesbrough

In case anyone is interested, Robert also 
has some building notes for the smaller 
1480mm wingspan MK Alliance CP and 
can be contacted by E-Mail: wasson@supanet.com or phone: 01642 590790. Ed.
P.S. Current UK price of the ‘bare’ kit is around £440 from Probuild.

Letters to the Editor
Hi Alan,

Here’s an exert from a thread on spinning by **** (a top US pilot who’s name we won’t men-
tion here - Ed) from RC Universe!

(http://www.rcuniverse.com/forum/Couple_of_Questions/m_�604647/tm.htm) I was 
amazed.... 

Good job nobody told Bob! (OOPS! Ed)

Hope all’s well

Best wishes, Keith

****, 
�. I’ve read that you like to have your planes CG located back far 
enough, were when your inverted you need little or no down elevator to 
keep it level. When I’ve tried this, the plane has a tendency to balloon 
when I cut the power. It makes the plane hard to land, cuz I have to 
add down elevator during landing. I beleive the engine thrust is set up 
correctly for up lines. Am I doing something wrong? 

2. When doing precision aerobatics, how much (%) of elevator, rudder, 
alerion, are you using during spins? Any tips on exiting the spin, are you 
letting go of all the controls at one time or do you have a sequence? 

**** replies...

�. That is not quite true about the CG location, but close. I set them up 
so that on a calm day when I pull to a 45 degree upline and roll inverted 
it stays online from that point without any down, or very little. There 
is a difference between horizontal inverted and being on the 45 line. 
Basically, I like to have to push just a little down elev. to fly level inverted. 

2. Spins, I get a huge amount of elevator on high rate and use that 
coming into the spin. At the point that I want the model to break, I simply 
switch to low rate and them if not already, I move the stick to the full up 
position. The decrease of elevator makes it look like the perfect stall 
every time eeven thou the plane may not be ready yet. At this point I will 
use full rudder on low rate in the direction the plane breaks or lead it a 
little is I need to spim a certain direction. I ALWAYS try to spin left unless 
flying in a xwind then I will always spin away from the wind. This will 
make the stops much more predictable and the plane will not try to roll 
over before the nose drops. Once the plan is spinning to stop it precisely 
online you will need to get out of everything about �/4 of a turn before 
you want to stop. At the same time you release the elev and rudd, add 
ail in the same direction you were spinning and then just roll it out. It is 
not really a roll exit, it is just to let the nose start down and to keep the 
rotation going until your desired exit point.

I guess its not really cheating if you can execute it well enough to fool the judges!  Your comments 
are (as always) welcome... Ed.
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Pattern Precision
Icebreaker or Windbreaker?

The first competition on the GBRCAA calendar was held at Skelbrooke on the 4th April. The 
competition had been fully booked with competitors for several weeks before and a waiting list had 
to be made. As luck would have it, those on the list made it into the competition but considering the 
weather conditions probably wished they hadn’t!

The disappointing fact was the low entry in both Sportsman and Standard classes. It was very early in 
the season and because of the poor flying conditions in the weeks following Christmas they had been 
put off. Indeed, many of the competitors that I spoke to on the day had put in very few flights in recent 
weeks, let alone schedules. Very few new models were seen on the flight line and there had obviously 
been no chance to trim them out to competition standard. The usual judging pair of Dave Scoles 
and Pete Cappleman, were on hand to monitor the pilots’ performances which was not going to be a 
comfortable task in the strong prevailing wind.

In FAI there were three pilots in battle. First up was Sam Wragg flying his well-campaigned Smaragd, 
which is a veteran of several seasons flying but still well up to the task. In conditions like those 
for this contest it is good to use a model where you know it’s little quirks and characteristics. Ably 
powered by a YS 140L, Sam took off into the strong, gusty wind to score a very respectable 392, this 
being the first competitive flight of the new PO5 schedule. This is the one used for preliminary rounds 
in International competition for the next two years. Next up was newly promoted Matthew Hoyland. 
Matthew has done well in recent years under the guiding eye of his Dad, Ashley. Flying a Synergy, 
the same model as last year, Matthew gained a score of 356. It has to be said that he was very nervous 
before the flight due to the conditions. Furthest travelled competitor was Arthur Silsby from the Isle of 
Mann. Arthur was also flying a Synergy, powered by a YS 140 DZ, the same as Matthew. Arthur has 
had his share of bad luck in recent months, losing models due to battery problems. Arthur also has the 
disadvantage of having no one to fly aerobatics with on the island and this was reflected in his score of 
292. It cannot be easy trying to learn a new schedule without any feedback from a fellow competitor.

Masters had the best entry with five competitors, the majority gaining promotion last year. This 
class was only introduced a couple of seasons ago and has been slow to gain momentum. All that 
has changed now with several other competitors from around the country also flying in this class. It 
provides an excellent stepping- stone for those wishing to eventually fly in FAI but would still like to 
improve both their flying ability and confidence before making that final step.

Barry Macleod is a competitor in Masters who has had his share of bad luck as well in recent years, 
losing several models due to technical problems. On the Friday before the competition I received a 
phone call from him asking for a test flight on the Sunday if he wasn’t able to get out on the Saturday. 
When I asked the reason why he said that he had just lost his Angels’ Shadow that afternoon and 
would be using his Hydeaway for the competition. This had also just been fitted with a new wing so 
he was quite rightly nervous!

Two other pilots were using the Angels’ Shadow design in Masters, these being Brian Hoare and 
Ken Moss. The relief was evident on Ken’s face when I announced at the pilots briefing that due the 
conditions the flags would not be used for marking the ‘box’ during the competition. Ken managed to 
catch one of these when landing at the competition in September, damaging one of the wing panels 
on the same model. Ken has, however, done a great repair job and was keen not to have to repeat the 
exercise.

Steven Simm was also using a model with quite a few flying hours under its belt, was the Ariel design 
from America is of the ‘old’ style, i.e. sleek fuselage but this suited the conditions very well. Powered 
with an elderly YS 120 SC, Steven told me that it just gets better and better. Remember what I have 
said in the past about excellent equipment being available S/H as more competent pilots require the 
state of the art hardware? Accompanying Steven was his father, John, himself a proficient pilot from 
a few years ago. I’ll have to keep trying to get him to come back into the sport, he would not be alone 
as several former competitors are said to be considering a return. Once it’s in your blood you always 
come back.

Adrian Harrison made up the Masters entry but decided not to risk his model and save it for later in 
the season, ‘Its’ a long season ahead’ said Adrian and I for one could not blame him.

In Seniors, a returnee from the past carried on where he left off at the end of 2003. Garry Peacock 
continues to use my Loaded Dice III to good effect and produced promotion scores on both of his 
flights. His standard of flying was excellent given the conditions and at the end was well over 100 
points ahead of his nearest rival Ashley Hoyland (father of Matthew).

Struggling in this class was newly promoted Steve Kent. An engine cut on the second round left Steve 
in third place but I am sure he will bounce back when he gets things sorted. Another pilot who was not 
on his usual form was Martyn Uttley from Cumbria. His first round was not helped by a missed called 
manoeuvre from yours truly but I believe that Martyn would admit that it was not his day but would 
be back for more.

The Sportsman Champion from last season showed that he flies best when the wind is up. Tom 
Bootyman flew very well in the circumstances in this his first Standard competition. Although feeling 
his way in the first round he showed what he could do with a 205 in the second. I bet he wishes it was 
this windy at all his comps, only joking Tom. Chris Bond was the only other competitor in Standard 
and had model and engine problems leaving him well short of Toms’ score.

The only flier in Sportsman was Eugene Anker who was understandably nervous at the prospect of his 
first competitive flight under such conditions. Using a 9 year old Loaded Dice II, powered by a Hanno 
Special, Eugene scored a respectable 76.5 in the first round but showed his worth with a 112 in the 
second. As I said at the prize-giving afterwards, such flying deserved a trophy, even though he was on 
his own in the class. Eugene is all fired up now and cannot wait for his second competition.

The final results were as follows:

Name Class Rd 1 Rd2 Total Place
Sam Wragg FAI �92 4�0.5 802.5 �
Matthew Hoyland FAI �56 �90 746 2
Arthur Silsby FAI 292 299 59� �

Steven Simm Master �84.5 �92 776.5 �
Barry Macleod Master �9� �74.5 767.5 2
Brian Hoare Master �09 ��7 646 �
Ken Moss Master 28� �22.5 60�.5 4
Adrian Harrison Master 229 - 229 5

Garry Peacock Senior ��� ��0 66� �
Ashley Hoyland Senior 257 279 5�6 2
Steve Kent Senior 245.5 �40.5 �86 �
Martyn Uttley Senior �68.5 �94 �62.5 4

Tom Bootyman Standard ��9.5 205 �44.5 �
Chris Bond Standard 8� - 8� 2

Eugene Anker Sportsman 76.5 ��2 �88.5 �

Thanks must go to the judges, Dave and Pete and to all the fliers who helped by scribing and totting 
up the scores. Your help is much appreciated.

Steve Dunning
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WINCHESTER – 11th April 2004
This was a new venue for the competition calendar and also my first attempt at being CD. Lots 
of unknowns to deal with in more ways than one (read on…) Being Easter Sunday (don’t ask 
how we managed to choose Easter weekend!), the level of entries was good at 11, with excellent 
support from pilots from “up North”.

After a rather damp and cold Saturday with low cloud, we were pleasantly surprised by the 
weather on the day of the comp – a much brighter day, with light winds and some reasonable 
spells of sunshine. What wind there was, was “blowing in”, and later in the day gave pilots that 
element of uncertainty as to which way to go as it switched back and forth from one side of 
center to the other.

The competition saw some new pilot/aeroplane combinations – Brian Hoare with Angel’s 
Shadow, myself with Synergy, Keith Baker with Surprise (a Russian built plane) and Ray 
Burbidge with Alize. We also caught a sneak preview of Brandon’s new Enigma’s being built by 
Probuild; words cannot describe the superb quality of these models.

With the pilots briefing complete, we began flying at 9.45am – Ken Moss having the enviable 
job of flying first in Masters. The Masters Class looks set to be a fiercely fought affair this 
season, with 5 entries at this comp and some good pilots vying for that top spot. Barry Macleod 
took the first round by a fair margin.

Seniors was a fairly close run battle during the 3 rounds flown, with Ray Burbidge taking the 
1000 in round 1.

Keith Baker had an equally tough task on his hands, as he was the only entrant in Standard and 
had to do his best with no other pilots to compete against. Well done Keith for sticking at it, 
especially as your engine seemed to be competing against you on the day of the comp! Signs of 
promise from Keith with the “Surprise” - a unique model in the UK.

FAI was down to two entrants after John Harrop had a very unfortunate mishap with his 
gorgeous Lazulite, during practice the day before, suffering complete radio loss with the 
inevitable sickening result. Brandon was flying his trusty Evolis and put in his usual high quality 
of flying, leaving me to play catch-up once more.

Part way through round two, the smell of food on the BBQ brought flying to a stop. A big thank 
you to Andy for organising this and to the WMAC members who donned their chefs hats to 
feed the hungry crowd. A welcome break and a chance to reflect on the day so far – then back to 
business, we hadn’t finished round two yet!

Andrew Waterhouse took the second and third rounds with some excellent flying to secure a win 
in Masters. Likewise, Neil Scratchley won rounds two and three to secure the win in Seniors 
(gaining promotion scores along the way). Keith Baker won Standard with a perfect 2000. 
Brandon won FAI, scoring 1000 in each round flown (what do you mean no surprises there?!). 
The standard of flying, in all classes, was extremely good, especially so early in the season.

I would like to thank the judges, Bob Ailles and Phil Williams, for their support at the comp. 
Also, club members Colin and Andy Rann who did all the scoring – this combined with willing 
scribes left me with little to do as CD. Thanks to everyone’s help I enjoyed the experience of 
being CD. Why not give it a go yourself, you’ll get lots of support and volunteers to help (or 
was I just lucky!)

After the comp:  Remember I said about “unknowns” at the start of this report? Well, Brandon 
convinced me (I’m still not sure how) that it would be a good idea to have a go at an unknown 
schedule after the comp had finished. The manoeuvres were selected from the official list of FAI 
manoeuvres, during lunch, by those present.

We both flew the FO5 fly-off schedule as a warm-up. I must practice that 3 roll, rolling circle 

manoeuvre (I believe John H. has nicknamed this one “the spade”). Then on to the Unknown. 
Brandon flew first coping well, as expected, with only a few hours to visualise the schedule 
beforehand. Then my turn – unfortunately my engine was sounding very strange and so I 
declined any more flying on the day. A relief in many ways (particularly looking at manoeuvres 
6, 8 and 12 !!!), although I like a challenge. I wonder if this format could be included at other 
domestic comps, time permitting? The schedule is listed here – in actual fact it seemed like a 
nice flowing schedule when watching Brandon fly it.
Richard Christopher.
Unknown Schedule – Winchester
         K

1. Take off       1
2. Figure M – 3 of 4 point rolls up and down    5
3. Stall turn – 2 of 4 up, ½  roll down     2
4. 45 deg up – 4 of 8 points reversed     4
5. ½ square loop – one snap down – exit inverted   3
6. Rolling circle – one roll out – exit inverted    5
7. Top hat – ¾ roll up, ¼ roll down – exit upright   2
8. 2 loops – full roll first, ½ roll second – exit inverted   4
9. ½ reverse Cuban, with 2 of 2     2
10. Avalanche – 1 ½  snaps – exit inverted    4
11. Humpty bump – push, pull, pull, 2 of 4 up, ½ roll down  3
12. 2 snaps in opposite directions     5
13. Figure 9 – 2 of 2 up – exit inverted     2
14. Hour glass – top first – 2 of 4 down    5
15. 2 spins – exit inverted      2
16. Square horizontal 8 (push up on centre)    5
17. Immelman – full roll      2
18. Z from top – 2 of 2 down     4
19. Landing       1

Total K = 61

Pos Pilot
Raw Scores Normalised Scores

Total
Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3 Rnd 1 Rnd 2 Rnd 3

FAI
� Brandon Ransley 497.5 528.5 52�.5 �000 �000 �000 2000

2 Richard Christopher 47�.5 496.5 472.5 95�.76 9�9.45 906.04 �89�.2�

Masters
� Andrew Waterhouse �85.5 46� 459 897.56 �000 �000 2000

2 Barry Macleod 429.5 40�.5 4�� �000 875.27 94�.�6 �94�.�6

� Brian Hoare 299.5 �94.5 408 697.�2 855.75 888.89 �744.64

4 Tom Shore 296.5 �90.5 �70.5 690.�4 847.07 807.�9 �654.26

5 Ken Moss �5� �76 �56 8�7.2� 8�5.62 775.6 �6�2.85

Senior
� Neil Scratchley 297 �50 �55.5 964.29 �000 �000 2000

2 Ray Burbidge �08 ��8.5 247.5 �000 9�0 696.2 �9�0

� James O’Neil 286.5 �26 �05 9�0.�9 9��.4� 857.95 �86�.62

Standard
� Keith Baker �6� �52.5 - �000 �000 - 2000
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ZN LINE KITS

IT’S A WORLD’S FIRST
F3A UK has built the first two production Synergy 140 3D.

ENIGMA
Carbon / kevlar (price on asking)
SYNERGY
Carbon / kevlar (price on asking)
EVOLIS. 
Carbon / kevlar £ 530.00
ALLIANCE
Carbon / kevlar £ 530.00 
CAPRICE
Carbon / kevlar £ 530.00
MAJESTIC
Carbon / kevlar  £ 590.00

LARGE MODELS
EXTRA 330S
Carbon / kevlar, 3mtr span, engine capacity 150cc (D/A 150), carbon u/c,
Carbon former kit  £ 1,175.00

EXTRA 330S
Carbon / kevlar, 2.5mtr span, engine capacity 100cc (D/A 100), Carbon u/c, 
Carbon former kit.  £ 750.00

81,STATION ROAD.LANGLEY MILL
NOTTS. NG16 4DU.

TEL.01773 717336 / FAX.01773 713051
E-MAIL hewittjohn@talk21.com

F3A UK BUILDING FOR YOUR SUCCESS!

F3A UK are proud to announce that we are now a ZN LINE distributor.
F3A UK have learnt through experience in aerobatic flying exactly what is 
required from entry at standard level through to achieving masters status.

We here at F3A UK treat every pilot as an individual and tailor our 
services to your needs.

F3A UK offers a full building service leaving you free to put in 
that all important practice.

All ZN and PL kits come with carbon/nomex former kits and 
carbon endgrain balsa bulk-heads.

All building work is done in house.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
9am-9pm

F3A UK THE ALTERNATIVE !!

ALL KITS COME WITH ALL 
FLYING SURFACES COVERED 
IN CONTEST GRADE BALSA 

AND FIXED U/C
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PIPES
Hatori 698 £120.50
Greave pipe 4 stroke £69.00
Greave pipe 2 stroke £69.00

TETTRA
14oz tank £8.80
16oz tank £9.90
20oz tank £11.00
Fuel Tee’s £4.10
Fuel dots £4.50
Switch bracket £7.35
Black 55mm wheel (each)  £14.27
Red 55mm wheel (each) £14.27
Angle push-rod £3.00
Straight push-rod £4.00

APC 
14 x13  £11.50
15x11  £11.50
15x12  £11.50
15x13 £11.50
15X14  £11.50
15X14N  £11.50
15.5X13N  £11.50
16X10  £11.50
16X11  £11.50
16X13  £11.50
16X14  £11.50
16X16  £11.50
17X12  £11.50
14.5X12F/B  £19.95
15.5X12F/B  £19.95

ZN
Anodised horns (L) £11.50
Anodised horns (M) £11.50
Anodised horns (S) £11.50
Pull-pull wheel £15.00
70mm spinner £38.50
76mm spinner £42.10
82mm spinner £42.10
98mm spin.carbon £62.50
113mm spin.carbon £68.00
127mm spin.carbon £74.50
152mm spin.carbon £92.95

PL  
Anodised horns (L) £11.50
Anodised horns (S) £11.50
85mm spin.carbon £47.50

DUBRO
4-40 ball link  £2.96
4-40 pull-pull system  £6.75
Servo horn set  £10.50
T-style horns (L)  £4.95
 
GATOR 
Stab adjuster kit  £10.95
Wing adjuster kit  £13.95
Wing tube set 7/8x24”   £20.85
Gator mount rubbers  £6.55
 
TRU-TURN SPINNERS
2.1/2” FAI  £25.50
2.1/2” FAI (LBP)  £33.50
2.3/4” FAI (LBP)  £33.50

PL PROD
All PL Prod kits come with all flying surfaces, covered with contest grade 
balsa and fixed u/c.

SMARAGD
Carbon / kevlar  £560.00

EXCELLENCE
Carbon / kevlar   £530.00

EXTRA 330s
Carbon / kevlar, 3m span, engine capacity 150(D/A150)  £1,145.00

ENGINES
YS 
NEW !! YS 140 DINGO   £395.00 
YS 140L £365.00 
NEW !! YS110 £310.00
YS 91 £260.00 
YS 63 £216.00 
YS 140 FZ2 £360.00

ENGINE MOUNTS
Gator soft & safe   £40.97
Hyde 140 £ 118.00
Hyde 140ARIA £ 150.00
NEW!!
PL mount for YS 140 £ 150.00
NEW!!
ZN mount for YS 140 £ 150.00

MANIFOLDS
Hatori YS 120/140 £ 29.50
Hatori YS 91 £ 29.50
Hatori YS 63 £ 29.50
Hatori OS 160 £ 22.90
Hatori OS 140 RX £ 36.50

OS
OS 140F1 £850.00
WEBRA
145R £315.50
D/A PETROL ENGINES
D/A 150 £1,145.00
D/A 100 £895.00
D/A 50 £489.00

HATORY
Silicone tail pipe £7.95

CFE
YS 140 nose ring £ 9.95
OS 140 nose ring £ 10.95
YS 140 air filter £ 19.50

RETRACTS
Supra DX 60         £ 41.90
Supra DX 200
(Titanium legs) £ 99.50
Giezendanner £139.95
Titanium legs £ 19.75
3/16 DX legs £ 10.95
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FUTABA RADIO GEAR

9 ZAP W/C 2 combo    £950.00

9102 servo  £52.00 9402 servo £58.50
9202 servo  £44.00 9204 servo  £58.50
136G servo  £34.50 3101 servo  £21.50

DIGITAL SERVOS

9150 low profile  £71.50   9151 9.5 kg £85.50

FULL RANGE OF ACCESSORIES IN STOCK
I.e.  battery packs, switches, extensions, etc.
 

NEW ! NEW ! NEW ! NEW ! NEW ! NEW ! NEW ! NEW !

• ZN Synergy 90 3D ARTF
• ZN Synergy 140 3D
• ZN Line Madness II
• ZN Line Suxess 3D
• PL Lazulite
• PL Partner
• PL Fiesta 3D
• Asano carbon pipes for 2 and 4 stroke (very light)
• Asano flexible manifold for YS
• Asano flexible manifold for OS 

MK
Gear linkage  £9.65
Suspension axles  £44.50
Tail wheel  £13.50
Dual coupler (S)  £24.99
Dual coupler (L)  £24.99
55mm wheels  £8.95
2.5mm BB servo-ends   £6.39
2.5mm BB horn ends  £6.39
3 mm BB servo-ends    £6.39
3 mm BB horn ends £6.39
YS header mount £21.95
OS header mount £25.95
Alloy horns Plastic base (S)  £5.50
Alloy horns Plastic base (M)  £5.50
2.5mm ball joints  £4.20
Remote glow plug set  £13.70

2.5mm Push rods:
100-110mm £5.95
110-120mm £5.95
120-130mm £5.95
140-150mm £5.95
160-170mm £5.95

3mm Push rods:
100-110mm £5.95
110-120mm £5.95
120-130mm £5.95
140-150mm £5.95
160-170mm £5.95

 

BUILDING MATERIALS
300mm x 300mm end grain-carbon 
balsa  £21.00
300mm x 300mm nomex Panel 
(glass skin)  £15.00 
300mm x 300mm nomex panel 
(carbon skin) £23.00
 
LEAK FREE GASKET
YS 140  £15.95
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We are delighted to introduce this exclusive range of 
clothing to commemorate our 25th anniversary.

The jacket, fleece and polo shirts are embroidered with 
the GBRCAA logo on the front and 25 years logo on 
the sleeve.  The baseball cap and woolly hat have the 
GBRCAA logo embroidery only.  

Prices shown include VAT & P&P.  Any profit made will 
go to the association.

Please send your orders, stating size & colour, with 
a cheque made out to GBRCAA to:
Adrian Harrison, 6 Brendan Close, Coleshill, Bir-
mingham, Warwickshire, B46 �EF.  
Tel: 0�675 462672  
Email: public-relations@gbrcaa.org

New
Your name 

embroidered onto 
the garment.

Please add £1.50 Jacket - £29.50
S,M,L,XL,XXL

Fleece - £24.50
S,M,L,XL,XXL

Polo Shirts - £16.50
Royal, White, Navy & Red

S,M,L,XL,XXL

Baseball Cap - £10.00

Woolly Hat - £8.50




